Hawk Ridge Trail

Q1 How likely are you to use the new Hawk Ridge Trail?
Answered: 254

Skipped: 2
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Q2 Please indicate the degree to which you agree with the following
statements regarding the new Hawk Ridge Trail.
Answered: 254

Skipped: 2
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Q3 Which of the following best describes you? (check all that apply)
Answered: 255

Skipped: 1
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Q4 Do you have any other comments or suggestions?
Answered: 149

Skipped: 107

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Having dogs on this trail align with the other trail rules for the adjacent trails. While I am not
allowed to have a dog at MTN View I do not have a problem with leashed dogs on the new trail.

6/12/2019 11:26 AM

2

N/A

6/12/2019 11:10 AM

3

No dogs on mtn view or rim

6/12/2019 9:52 AM

4

As this is a connector between two dog friendly trails that circumvents a NON dog friendly
neighborhood, it should remain consistent. People may choose to live where animals, children,
etc. are not permitted, but public access open space is just that, public. This will also keep people
who are unaware of the neighborhood’s policies from breaking them while moving from trail to trail.
Ona final note, dogs are awesome and cat people are just plain weird. WOOF!

6/12/2019 9:33 AM

5

Please retain our character as dog friendly; don’t alienate a large population; don’t overwhelm the
other dog friendly trails and protect all members of our community equally. Don’t let one or a few
decide for the many. Please.

6/12/2019 8:40 AM

6

As a dog walker, I tend to avoid the Rim Trail during peak biking times, but love having access to
it. I am in favor of an off-leash trail option for the community, especially for the Ditch Trail.

6/12/2019 7:51 AM

7

Survey is a Good idea

6/12/2019 7:29 AM

8

Dogs are out of control. If even allowed, there should be leashed.

6/11/2019 11:33 PM

9

Keep it dog friendly

6/11/2019 9:28 PM

10

If it was possible to say that only well-trained dogs would be allowed on the trails, that would be
great. Because the truth is that I would rather encounter a well-trained dog off-leash than an
obnoxious untrained dog on-leash. Unfortunately, most dog-owners do not take their responsibility
seriously. They don't train their dogs and they don't pick-up after them, which is why dogs should
not be allowed on some of our trails. -Give the rest of us and the wildlife a break.

6/11/2019 8:48 PM

11

If Mtn view is surrounded by trails that allow dogs does this also mean the residents for Mtn View
will be allowed to have pets/dogs?

6/11/2019 7:09 PM

12

None

6/11/2019 6:34 PM

13

If the current leash law is enforced and dog owners will pick up and dispose of feces, and owners
of dogs don’t disturb wild life that would create a great trail network and addition.

6/11/2019 5:44 PM

14

Town of snowmass employee housing should allow dogs.

6/11/2019 4:03 PM

15

Allow dogs!

6/11/2019 2:43 PM

16

This option does not exist on your survey, but I agree to keep Mountain View dog-friendly as well
as the new Hawk Ridge trail. However I do not believe dogs should be on the rim trail.

6/11/2019 2:21 PM

17

Thanks for keeping this dog friendly! Our furry friends love to hike too

6/11/2019 1:12 PM

18

No Dogs Here! ! !

6/11/2019 12:52 PM

19

I love dogs. I hate their irresponsible lazy selfish owners. No one walks their dogs on leash on any
area trails. The dogs are always off-leash, and the owners never pick up their dog shit. It is
DISGUSTING. The beginning of the ditch trail should be called the "doggy toilet" trail. Equally rude
and repulsive are the people who leave their plastic bags of dog crap sitting on the side of the
trails. Also, local deer live at Mountain View with us - they spend every evening relaxing on the
lawn - with no fear of being barked-at or chased. Let the wildlife and locals live in peace - free from
irresponsible dog-owners (who don't train their dogs or pick-up after them)!

6/11/2019 12:33 PM

20

Dogs don't need to be on every trial. This is one that should not have dogs.

6/11/2019 12:25 PM

21

Thanks Markey for squealing on us. We are two of the 90% who don't care about leash laws or
poop puck-up protocol or no pets allowed signs. You go girl. Let dogs in wherever you want.

6/11/2019 11:36 AM
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I hike the Rim almost every other day and I've never come across a disrespectful dog or dog
owner. I'm glad you are asking the question, but might it be better to survey people on-site who
actually use the trail? Also, could you put more surveys out to SMV residents who want to raise
issues for important things like events, road safety, shuttles, etc?

6/11/2019 11:16 AM

23

Dogs may not be the problem, some dog owners ARE the problem. It only takes one. Ban all dog
owners and their dogs from the new trail.

6/10/2019 5:08 PM

24

The new trail will make a n ice circuit hike from my apartment. But, dogs would be a nuisance and
a threat to the wildlife in the area.

6/10/2019 4:13 PM

25

What doesn't Town Council get? Dogs and Wildlife don't mix. Just last week there was a terrible
example at North Star.

6/10/2019 4:09 PM

26

Study after study, group after group have recommended against dogs in the area around and on
the Hawk Ridge Trail. NO DOGS!!!

6/10/2019 4:05 PM

27

Not a good idea to let dogs on this trail. Last week's incident between dogs and wildlife in the
North Star Preserve should be a lesson.

6/10/2019 3:40 PM

28

Dogs don't belong on this trail.

6/10/2019 3:36 PM

29

Neither bikes or wildlife do well on the same trail as dogs. No dogs on this trail.

6/10/2019 3:32 PM

30

The fewer dogs om our trails. the better. Definitely ban them on this trail

6/10/2019 3:27 PM

31

There have been at least two verified sightings of an adolescent moose in the area of the Hawk
Ridge Trail since last year. Look at what dogs did to moose in the North Star Preserve. Not good to
have dogs in the same area as wildlife.

6/10/2019 3:16 PM

32

The trails should be continuously dog friendly and not have just a portion in the middle that doesn't
allow dogs. This would be too confusing to users.

6/10/2019 10:18 AM

33

We need more hiker/dog friendly trails . No bikes. It is more dangerous to hike on a biker trail than
worrying about the dogs

6/10/2019 9:48 AM

34

DOGS DO NOT BELONG ON THE HAWK RIDGE TRAIL!!!

6/9/2019 3:41 PM

35

It's regretful what happened in the North Star Preserve last week. Town Council should do what is
can to reduce the risk of dog/wildlife encounters on the Hawk Ridge Trail. Vote to keep dogs out of
there.

6/9/2019 3:37 PM

36

We have two dogs and take them on some of the tamer trails here in Snowmass. The North Star
incident last week is a stark reminder for us to be careful and sensitive about the trails we choose
for our dog walks. We vote no to dogs on the new trail.

6/9/2019 3:22 PM

37

In 1991, the state said no dogs in Mountain View in Snowmass. When the Mountain View
apartments and condos were built, the Town said no dogs. This year, the Town's Trails Committee
said no dogs on the trail above the Mountain View Complex. Take a look at what just happened
between dogs and moose in the North Star Preserve near Aspen. Now it is time for the Snowmass
Town Council to ban dogs on the Hawk Ridge Trail.

6/9/2019 2:26 PM

38

It would be really great to have pedestrian and dog (off leash) only trails. It can be pretty scary
hiking a trail with mountain bikers, they come up on you pretty fast and I think it makes it unsafe
for all.

6/9/2019 11:35 AM

39

If dogs are permitted on any trails, the leash law should be enforced. Most of the dogs we meet
are not on a physical leash. Some are quite far from their people, who assume everyone loves
their dog as much as they do. I doubt the dogs would be able to resist a deer running. And while
friendly, they are sometimes push against children and older people and threaten balance.

6/9/2019 9:33 AM

40

Give the wildlife and children a break. Dogs are allowed on the far majority of trails in Snowmass.
The leash law is a joke - is it ever actually enforced? How many tickets are written on an annual
basis? Same for the poop laws. You can't walk 20' on a trail without seeing a bag of poop. Within
24 hours of the town clean-up day there were freshly filled poop bags along many of the trails trails that were cleaned up during clean up day, I know because I cleaned them. The dogs are out
of control. I have young children, you can't go anywhere without a dog getting in their face and
scaring them, jumping on them. They're terrified of dogs. We love dogs, too, but the irresponsible
dog owners are ruining it for everyone. TOSV needs a dog registration process with dog tags.
Instead of giving dogs more trails TOSV should be considering more restrictions. If parents
allowed their children to behave like the dogs, let them defecate everywhere, of left their diapers
on the trails the dog owners would be the first to complain.

6/9/2019 7:40 AM
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I cannot think of any terribly compelling reasons NOT to allow dogs on a new hiking trail that
connects two existing dog friendly trails, in a dog friendly town (town housing not withstanding),
with a large and active population of dog owning hikers.

6/8/2019 2:38 PM

42

Thanks for giving the majority of us who do not own dogs a say in this matter. I don't like the poop
that is left by dumb dog owners and I don't like dog owners who ignore the leash laws. I have seen
too many overly friendly and unleashed dogs on our trails that scare the piss out of kids and adults
alike on our trails. Enforce the leash laws and the poop pick-up rules and keep dogs off this new
trail.

6/8/2019 11:51 AM

43

Hey Markey, can I take your dog for a walk on the new trail? Maybe I can facilitate an encounter
with a bear or fox or cayote or a mountain lion for it. No dogs on the Hark Ridge Trail except
Markey's.

6/8/2019 11:42 AM

44

Dogs don't need to be on every trail.. This one should not have dogs.

6/8/2019 11:36 AM

45

Dogs - UGH!

6/8/2019 11:20 AM

46

This isn't a dog owner vs non dog owner question. It is a dog vs wildlife question. The wildlife
should win - no dogs on this new trail.

6/8/2019 11:01 AM

47

Dogs, dogs everywhere and a lot of poop along with them. No dogs on the Hawk Ridge Trail.

6/8/2019 10:44 AM

48

Can we put distressed and displaced animals in Markey's back year? Oh, I just remembered, she
has a dog. Here's the deal Markey, no distressed animals in your year, no dogs in my yard. I live at
Mt. View.

6/8/2019 10:26 AM

49

What happened to our leash law? There are too many scoff-laws with dogs in this town and on out
trails, Markey may be right that most dog owners would ignore the prohibition of dogs on the new
trail, That is no justification for letting dogs on this trail, leash law not withstanding. No dogs on the
Hawk Ridge Trail.

6/7/2019 1:35 PM

50

MY DOG AND I DON'T NEED ANOTHER TRAIL. HAWK RIDGE TRAIL DOESN'T NEED DOGS.
VOTE NO DOGS ON THAT TRAIL.

6/7/2019 12:54 PM

51

Why another recount? The trail committee took public comment for the past year. I live at
Mountain View and attended some of those meetings. The committee concluded that the trail was
no place for dogs and I agree.

6/7/2019 12:35 PM

52

Mayor Butler is off base on this one. Town Council should adopt the trail committee
recommendation and keep dogs off the new trail

6/7/2019 12:30 PM

53

This is a wildlife corridor which should not allow dogs. This trail should never have been allowed.
Mountain View residents have signed petitions against the trail, have voiced their concerns at
meetings and are not being heard. The city can not control the off leash dogs on the rim trail as it
is, so how can they control even more trails. Shame on the city council for letting this trail be built,
and I am disgusted by the parks and trails department.

6/6/2019 4:35 PM

54

Snowmass Town Council has really struck a nerve with this questionnaire and the possibility of
overruling the trails committee's recommendation to keep dogs off the new trail. 20 or more years
ago the state's Department of Wildlife also recommended that dogs be kept away from this area
where the trail is. That was at the time the Mountain View apartments and condos were being built.
What does the council know that your trails committee and the DOW doesn't know? (Except that
the mayor wants to walk her dog there.) No dogs on the Hawk Ridge Trail, including the mayor's

6/6/2019 1:15 PM

55

I use Mt. View to Rim 5 days/week, May-Oct. Please allow dogs.

6/6/2019 1:09 PM

56

My friends have dogs who I hike with. All for dogs. Are there literally any hiking trails around
Snowmass that don’t allow dogs at all? This is stupid that it’s even a question you are asking.

6/6/2019 1:03 PM

57

We have two dogs and know many dog owners here in the village. Markey is the only dog owner I
know who wants her dog(s) on the Hawk Ridge Trail. We dog owners already have more trails to
use than we can in a lifetime. We don't need any more. No dogs on the new trail.

6/6/2019 12:38 PM

58

No dogs on the new trail!

6/6/2019 12:24 PM

59

Please keep these trails dog friendly. It's what makes Snowmass the great town that it is. It would
be a great loss if dogs were not allowed on these trails. I use them a few times per week and have
never had any issues with dogs.

6/6/2019 12:24 PM
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We are proud dog owners. Mayor Butler doesn't represent us. She is giving dog owners a bad
reputation with her 'I can take my dogs anywhere I want" attitude. There are places for dogs and
places where dogs don't belong. This new trail I one of the places where dogs don't belong.
Shame on you Mayor. You were elected to represent the whole community. You seem so
conflicted on this issue you should recuse yourself.

6/6/2019 12:21 PM

61

Our dogs need more trials and spaces for them to use with their owners.

6/6/2019 12:19 PM

62

I am a longtime resident and employee, and a registered voter, I vote no dogs on the new trail,

6/6/2019 11:55 AM

63

I am opposed to allowing dogs on the new trail because this has been wildlife habitat. I was
disappointed to see the trail built at all, but now that it is done please minimize its impact.

6/6/2019 10:48 AM

64

love the trail systems in snowmass keep up the good work!

6/6/2019 10:46 AM

65

We own three lovely, gentle dogs who are always eager to get outside and walk with us. We have
plenty of trails to walk already. We don't need any more. Why din't you leave the new trail to the
hikers, bikers and wildlife? Keep dogs off that trail.

6/6/2019 10:15 AM

66

Dogs should be allowed on this Great Snowmass trail system. I hike and bike often and have
never encountered any issues related to dogs. Thank you!

6/6/2019 9:54 AM

67

Alyssa, opening the trail to dogs will be cruelly unfair to the birds and other animals in that area.
No dogs on the Hawk ridge Trail.

6/6/2019 9:44 AM

68

Off-leash preferred.

6/6/2019 9:42 AM

69

I think it's ridiculous that dogs wouldn't be allowed on this trail connector between two trails which
are already dog-friendly. It's so hard to find trails in Snowmass that aren't overrun with mountain
bikers, making walking with a dog really tough. While I know bikers can use these trails, they don't
seem to use them as often as they do the Rim Trail and all the others over on the east side of the
mountain in Stark's Trail vicinity.

6/5/2019 5:32 PM

70

It doesn't make sense to have two dog-friendly trails and not have the connector also dog friendly.
Also, Rim trail has been off leash and people who use the trail are happy with that. I always move
myself and my dog to the side of the trail when a biker is near.

6/5/2019 3:51 PM

71

Keep dogs off the Hawk Ridge Trail. Dogs and wildlife don't mix well at all. That corridor above
Mountain View seems to have as much or more wildlife than the Seven Star area. You keep dogs
off most of the Seven Star Trail. You should also keep dogs off the Hawk Ridge Trail.

6/5/2019 12:11 PM

72

My wife and I are long time residents of Snowmass Village. We remember when Mountain View
was built and opened. We remember the restrictions placed on the mountain view people of no
dogs. We have always wondered why there aren't more restrictions on dogs. This village seems
like it has dogs everywhere, trails , the Post Office, the bank. Unfortunately, not all dog owners are
responsible for their dog's behavior. It would be a tragedy to let dogs into the new trail area. As I
recall, that area was identified by state department of wildlife as an especially sensitive area. Thus,
the no dogs rule at Mountain View. We vote no dogs on the new trail.

6/5/2019 11:31 AM

73

Are you guys nuts? How can you even think about overruling the department of wildlife and your
own trails committee on the issue of dogs on the new trail? Keep dogs out of the new trail,

6/5/2019 11:08 AM

74

We believe the Snowmass Council should abide by the Dept of Wildlife’s conclusion not to allow
dogs in this area. There are so many other places dogs on leases are allowed around the Village.
Why disturb the wildlife habitat in this area.

6/5/2019 10:06 AM

75

Dogs off leash pose a threat if your running and they come up to you.

6/5/2019 7:31 AM

76

Please, Please, Please, no dogs on the Hawk Ridge Trail (HRT). Larry D. is right to say, "Show the
wildlife some love" , (see Monday's Times Letter to the Editor) prohibit dogs on the HRT. I am here
summer and winter. Summers are excellent. Dog owners have lots of places to walk with their
dogs, they don't need another one, especially in this place.. The town needs to do a better job of
enforcement of poop pick-up by owners and leash enforcement. I love dogs and have one myself. I
don't love irresponsible dog owners in this town. I will use the new trail, but without my dog.

6/4/2019 4:17 PM

77

dogs need places to run off leash. There needs to be more trails where they can be off leash

6/4/2019 3:14 PM
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My husband and I retired here a few years ago and love it. We own two dogs and take them with
us frequently. They love it, too. The local wildlife is one of the things we especially enjoy. But, we
keep our dogs away from those areas that are rich with wildlife. Why would you desecrate one of
the last open space meadows in the village with this new trail? Shame on you. Don't compound
your sin by allowing dogs in there. Seems pretty selfish of the Mayor to go against the trails
committee recommendation of no dogs just so she can walk her dogs there. What is government
coming to? No dogs on the new trail.

6/4/2019 1:36 PM

79

Hey Town Council, how about a balanced approach to this dog issue? 80 miles of trails with dogs,
about a mile of trails without dogs. What's unfair about that? NO DOGS ON HAWK RIDGE TRAIL NO DOGS ON SOME OF SEVEN STAR.

6/4/2019 10:51 AM

80

I am primarily a mountain biker, live down on Meadow rd, and love the rim trail. But i also
recognize that we have so many mountain biking trail options. I would say South rim is usually
used as an uphill for mtn bikers, which keeps biker/hiker interactions primarily at lower speeds.
And when travelling downhill teh switch backs allow you to see and be more aware of other trail
users. The proximity of south rim ( up to the Yin Yang) to the core of snowmass village makes it a
signature asset to hikers/dogs and mtn bikers alike. The ability to hike your dog for locals and
visitors that live in Snowmass Mtn condos/woodbridge/seasons four and even across the street at
the bottom of Assay hill/Viceroy would remain a great asset for the town. The change /extension to
the mtn view trail may?encourage more downhill travel on south rim/mtn view which....so i would
encourage the town to place additional signage along the mtn view portion of the trail where there
are a few blind corners. Overall, i think this trail is a great idea. Chris Tullar

6/4/2019 7:33 AM

81

Please do not let the precedent of allowing dogs on existing trails to be the default for new trails.
The committee already admits that existing user compliance is low (i.e. keeping dogs on leash),
and ability to enforce is low. Allowing dogs on the new trail only invites more non-compliance.
Recognize that not all users want to hike with dogs. This is supposed to be a sensitive wildlife area
that should continue to be protected. You may look to your own POSTR goals for some guidance,
for example objective 1.1 - balance needs of multiple users. Since 2 existing trails here do permit
dogs, how about balancing with one that does not? And goal 8 altogether encourages
environmental sensitivity - how much should that be compromised? Building the trail was invasive
enough, please try to limit its usage to minimize the impact to wildlife here or this area will no
longer be the habitat it is today.

6/3/2019 8:32 PM

82

Thank you for having and maintaining such great trails in Snowmass Village!

6/3/2019 5:05 PM

83

Too many dogs and poop on trails as it is.

6/3/2019 4:58 PM

84

More dogs is not the answer. A person, leash and dog take up a large amount of space on a single
track trail. For some reason dog owners don't realize that even on a leash the dog presents a 6
foot wide barrier.

6/3/2019 4:45 PM

85

It is very difficult to mountain bike with dogs around as they constantly run in front of the bikes
even when on-leash. I would hate to injure a dog or myself while riding my bicycle!

6/3/2019 2:32 PM

86

I live in Mountain View. The new trail will make a great loop hike for those of us who live here. I
see very little dog traffic in front of my place on Deerfield Our street is not a safety hazard for
anyone. My guess is that most of the foot and bike traffic here originates within Mountain View from
renters or owners above us. I vote for no dogs on the new trail.

6/3/2019 1:32 PM

87

Doesn't make sense to allow the other trails to have dogs on leash and not this segment in
between. Dogs are people too, you know!

6/3/2019 8:29 AM

88

Fuck the wildlife, we need to accommodate dogs and people. That wild shit will take care of itself
as it has done for millions of years

6/2/2019 8:02 PM

89

Dogs on the Rim Trail are generally unleashed and the poop, bagged (and left for others) or
unbagged is a health and environmental hazard, not to mention disgusting.

6/2/2019 1:28 PM

90

Wild life go through that area don’t build it

6/2/2019 11:28 AM

91

We do not have a dog park in Aspen or Snowmass Village. There aren’t places for people to
exercise their pets. More people will come to Snowmass V if they can bring their pets. Pet friendly
towns are more frequented.

6/2/2019 9:31 AM

92

I would never dream of taking my dog into such a wildlife sensitive area. I have more that enough
places to hike with my dog. Be easy on the wildlife. Keep dogs off the new trail. Got it! No dogs on
the Hawk Ridge Trail!!!

6/2/2019 9:19 AM
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Please, please allow dogs on leads. Poop and scoop. We need dog friendly trails to exercise on.
Hell, we allow snowboarders on our mountain and that isn't everyone's cup of tea!

6/2/2019 5:02 AM

94

The dog policy probably should remain status quo although I feel that most people do not follow
the “dog on leash” guidelines. It is rare to see a dog on leash on the Rim Trail. But as a biker I
have not had an issue with dogs on the trail.

6/1/2019 10:45 PM

95

As long as pups are leashed, and ow

6/1/2019 10:13 PM

96

none

6/1/2019 9:24 PM

97

Please keep status quo on existing trails but no more because not all users respect regulations off leash, do not control dogs, do not pick up after dogs, etc.

6/1/2019 5:03 PM

98

What about the wildlife impact? Because existing users already do not comply with rules (bring
dogs, OFF LEASH) we should give up on enforcement and allow MORE? This would appear to be
rewarding bad behavior.

6/1/2019 4:37 PM

99

Emphasize leash only. I am guessing the main concern regarding dogs are when they are off
leash potentially annoying wildlife and other hikers & home owners with chasing and pooping.
Provide dog bags and poop containers and trail heads.

6/1/2019 11:50 AM

100

Mountain View residents are not allowed to have dogs due to wildlife concerns, so dogs should not
be allowed on the Hawk Ridge trail for the same reason.

6/1/2019 9:43 AM

101

Designated dog park needed for safe off leash interaction with community dogs.

6/1/2019 8:53 AM

102

It makes sense to have dogs allowed on a trail that links two other dog allowed trails. I am open to
it not being allowed if there are wildlife concerns. More importantly, I am concerned with the
amount of trail building in Snowmass. Habitat fragmentation is a very real concern for me.
Incrementalism is completely changing the landscape of our public lands. Does this trail mean that
the town will be soon building a single track parallel to the Melton Ranch paved trail as well? I
mean, we do not have to build an expensive trail that further fragments wildlife habitat each time a
mountain biker's tires have to hit the pavement for 6 minutes. Stop chopping up the land.

6/1/2019 8:07 AM

103

The trail will be great fun and I want to share it with my lab

6/1/2019 7:16 AM

104

I hike with my dog, on leash always. I pick up my dog's waste... I think I might be the only person
who does... leash law or not, dogs are never on a leash!!!!!

5/31/2019 9:13 PM

105

No need to restrict dogs on this trail. On leash should be perfectly acceptable. This is Colorado!!!

5/31/2019 8:47 PM

106

Of course you should allow dogs on the trail. The two connecting trails allow it so it only makes
sense. What’s it matter if employee housing tenants can’t have dogs? It’s an outdoor public trail!

5/31/2019 8:41 PM

107

the restriction in the parking lot makes sense. the restriction on the trail makes no sense

5/31/2019 8:40 PM

108

I have never really come up with any negative feedback when we have walked our dog on any of
the trails. I really don’t see it as an issue. We are hikers only, and keep our dog free of mountain
bike users.

5/31/2019 8:18 PM

109

No dogs please as many dog owners don't seem to understand that rules apply to their dogs too.

5/31/2019 8:12 PM

110

When Mountain View was built in 1991, the DOW made a recommendation to TOSV that dogs not
be allowed, in order to reduce impact on wildlife. Nothing has changed in the 28 years since then.
Dogs should not be allowed on either the new Mtn View/Hawk Ridge connector trail or the existing
Rim trails.

5/31/2019 8:10 PM

111

End the leash restrictions for dogs. Employ a voice and sight program such as in the City of
Boulder.

5/31/2019 7:46 PM

112

Dogs run loose on trails already even when required to be on leash. Leash law not enforced or
followed. Even if you proclaim no dogs they will up there and off leash.

5/31/2019 6:32 PM

113

Can't tell you how many times dogs on extension/reel leashes or no leash have charged, caused
unsafe or threatening situations and their walkers were indifferent or belligerent......

5/31/2019 6:22 PM

114

It is so difficult for my dog and me to end our hike on South Rim by walking down the hot asphalt
road to the Melton Ranch Trail toward home at Snowmass Mtn condos. A trail that we could take
would be a godsend. Hope dogs will be welcome, on leash of course.

5/31/2019 6:12 PM
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I live in Mountain View and love it. Thanks TOSV for providing a dog free housing option. I hike
many of the town trails which are mostly over run by dogs. A dog free trail option would be
awesome. Isn't there a leash law on the trails? More often than not the dogs I see on the trails are
running free and rarely under voice control of their owner. There are too many inconsiderate dog
owners on the trails. No dogs on the new trail!

5/31/2019 10:54 AM

116

Keep building these trail connections! Looking forward to Hawk Ridge and the other key trail links
identified in POSTR

5/30/2019 1:15 PM

117

We need an off leash dog/human trail in Snowmass that does not allow mountain bikes. Even on
leash it is very dangerous on the trails in Snowmass and it is very unfair for us to put ourselves
and our dogs in danger when we hike

5/30/2019 12:27 PM

118

The employee housing units are town subsidized. Regardless that their units are pet free, and
should remain so, the trail should not be limited to people only. The trail is not subsided for limited
use , and is offered for open public use. The rules of TOSV Housing do not apply to our tail
system.

5/30/2019 10:52 AM

119

This new trail does not do me any good because of where I live. I see bikers, hikers, and dog
walkers go past my apartment on Deerfield - newer seen any problems. Seems to be lots of poorly
trained dogs and inconsiderate dog owners on town trails. It's even worse in Aspen. The Rio
Grand Trail is a disaster for bikers and hikers especially on weekends with all the dog traffic. Keep
dogs off the new trail. Thanks

5/29/2019 12:51 PM

120

To cut a trail into that pristine meadow is probably a mistake. to let dogs use that trail is certainly a
mistake. How can the council appoint a committee of experts to make recommendations on trails
and then have the council veto their recommendations?

5/29/2019 10:30 AM

121

The more trails the merrier, my only concern is trail users in this location using the already very
limited parking at Mt. View

5/28/2019 4:25 PM

122

The trail is unnecessary. People have been and still can use the parking lot to cross between
trails. Mt. View is not exactly a busy highway and the dangers are not extreme. But I digress. If
dog owners were more responsible, I wouldn't have a problem. However, everywhere I go I see
bagged dog doo doo laying on the trails. No one ever has their dog leashed. Sometimes they
leash them if the owner sees you approaching, but most of the time I have to dodge them if I'm
biking. If the town absolutely MUST spend money on a trail that it doesn't need, ban the dog
owners. The dogs, however, are fine.

5/28/2019 3:36 PM

123

We lost a lot of trails around seven star and droste because we can't bring dogs. It's even hard to
hike highline now with a dog on leash because the bikers are so fast coming from sky mountain.
please allow dogs on the new trail

5/28/2019 11:56 AM

124

PLEASE LOOK AT THE EIS. PLEASE KNOW THIS WILL COME INTO PLAY. HAS CPW BEEN
INVOLVED IN THIS TRAIL APPROVAL?

5/28/2019 11:48 AM

125

The current dog situation on the Rim Trail is dangerous for dogs, bikers, and wildlife. More than
half of dogs are off leash. (I can see the Rim Trail from my window and can see a lot of activity
most days). I've seen dogs chase wildlife and run directly in front of bikers. Leash rules on the Rim
Trail need to be enforced. If you allow dogs on this new section of the trail, you will have to allow
residents of the Mountain View complex to own dogs since the area will no longer be a wildlife
protection area. It would be extremely hypocritical to allow dogs on the trail but not in the homes. I
really don't understand why the trail needs to be built in the first place and I don't feel like it was
brought to the town's attention very well before it's approval.

5/27/2019 6:46 PM

126

Step up enforcement of the leash laws. Everyday tons of people start the rim trail hike from the
Mountain View parking lot and don't leash their dogs. Some of them don't clean up after their dogs
either. It's bad for the wildlife and dangerous for dogs and bikers.

5/27/2019 6:32 PM

127

The trails are what makes Snowmass so great. The connection is a great benefit to hikers and
bikers. This valley needs to become more dog friendly to help fix housing issues. It’s better for the
dogs to be on the trail than in the parking lot. Thanks!

5/27/2019 6:30 PM

128

I do not see the benefits of the trail to begin with. There are plenty of trails around Snowmass and
the wildlife has already been affected by those, so let’s not make another human imprint. Do we
need to really keep increasing human traffic while there is no outcry from the public to do so?
There is no one enforcing the dog on leash on rim trail as well, so why would this be any different?
Let’s keep Snowmass somewhat unique and not create another trail. There’s already enough
trails, keep what’s left of untouched areas, untouched. Please.

5/27/2019 5:23 PM
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Mountain View condos has ALWAYS been dog-free and should remain that way. Many people that
bought there WANT it that way. MOST dogs I see on the South Rim trail are NOT on leash. This
would be no different.

5/27/2019 5:06 PM

130

It makes no sense to prohibit dogs on that section of trail. Hikers with dogs will just continue to
access the Rim trail from the Mountain View trail through the Mountain View parking lot. The new
connecting Hawk Ridge trail is being built to avoid doing just that. Also, I am concerned about trail
users parking at Town Hall (which is already insufficient for the number of employees and
customers) to access the Rim trail via the Hawk Ridge connector and Mountain View trails.

5/25/2019 12:10 PM

131

I feel strongly about this new trail remaining dog friendly. It is only .03 of a mile and don’t foresee
how that could be a problem. And If it were to be a no dog trail, hikers would continue to use the
parking lot to access the trail head.

5/25/2019 8:11 AM

132

Just need to be consistent in trail use through Snowmass

5/25/2019 7:41 AM

133

Was there any environmental impact assessment done as part of the decision to build the trail at
all? Even if not required? Some impartial study / recommendation would be helpful. It would also
be useful to explain more what is the history behind prohibition of dogs for residents.

5/24/2019 4:49 PM

134

We elected you to make decisions-please do that. The homeowners at Mountain View should
have their own vote whether to have their property restrictions changed, but they should not
impose their personal restrictions on the public.

5/24/2019 3:22 PM

135

Great connection.

5/24/2019 3:12 PM

136

How is this even a question?? Mountain View is not a free market complex... correct? It's
subsidized with tax dollars, correct? The trail is on property that is town owned... correct? Sorry - if
they want a say or want to own a dog they can buy their own free market property. Otherwise, go
pound sand.

5/24/2019 2:00 PM

137

Dogs are the best

5/24/2019 12:37 PM

138

This trail should definitely remain dog friendly trail on leash!!!! I’ve lived in Snowmass Village for
45 years that’s ridiculous that dogs should not be able to go on the trail on a leash! Cheers thanks
for listening .

5/24/2019 10:16 AM

139

If every dog were on a leash, that would be ok to allow them on the trails. However, compliance on
the Mt. View trail with leashes is less than 10% and enforcement is negligible.

5/24/2019 7:04 AM

140

People in subsidized housing should not be able to dictate terms to others in the community who
have help subsidize their housing.

5/24/2019 6:45 AM

141

I've worked in SMV for 14 years and have lived in Mtn. View twice; having recently been a resident
again for a year now, and hope to continue living here for quite a bit longer. I don't believe the dog
issue is nearly as important as the people & vehicle issues. While I work a more typical day job;
many of my neighbors work in service industries that require them to work into the wee hours of
the morning. Boisterous groups of hikers & bikers staging in and using the Mtn. View parking lot to
access the South Rim trail can be significantly disruptive to the peace and quiet of this residential
area. They also take up parking for the rent paying resident of this complex... and yes; they
sometimes have dogs with them. Most of the dogs and their owners are well-behaved, quiet &
clean. Some are not. I think the more pressing issue with the trails in this area is parking and
staging space, and not dogs. By creating additional parking & staging space, and more actively
encouraging use of the Village Shuttle & RFTA to access the trails in the Mtn. View neighborhood,
both residents and trail users would all be better served, and conflicts more easily avoided.

5/24/2019 6:11 AM

142

By no means is putting ample dog stations going to make people use them, but having them
available for those of us that respect our town is always appreciated.

5/23/2019 9:39 PM

143

I may not live I Snowmass (roaring fork valley resident) but I do use the trails to ride and hike and
being able to walk with a dog on leash is a joy that all need to revel in whenever the opportunity
presents itself

5/23/2019 8:06 PM

144

Since I am a property tax payer I would like to think that my dog could go wherever I hike and bike.
Already got sold a bill of goods in sky mountain! Some of Mountain View doesn’t pay property
taxes, enough of the NIMBY.

5/23/2019 7:25 PM

145

Na

5/23/2019 5:55 PM

146

All trails should be dog friendly but strictly enforced for the leash law. Keep up the great work on
our trails!

5/23/2019 5:28 PM
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come on its man's best friend

5/23/2019 3:21 PM

148

Seems the goal of this new trail is to keep people safely off the road and out of the parking lot of
Mountain View. If this section of the trail did not allow dogs, then people would still be routed
through the parking lot to connect back to the Rim Trail. In my opinion it would be very difficult to
regulate this one section of new trail if it did not allow dogs. As long as dogs are allowed on a
leash, it seems to be a manageable solution for everyone.

5/23/2019 1:11 PM

149

we need better enforcement of leash laws

5/23/2019 6:07 AM
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